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Shanmugha Arts, Science, Technology & Research Academy (SASTRA) - right choices lead
to a competitive advantage. Started in 1984 as Shanmugha College of Engineering, it has
witnessed a phenomenal growth in academic and professional stature and will continue to
add new dimensions, leaving no stone unturned. Our programmes, infrastructure, etc. are
among the country's finest and as a testimony to this, the Government of India has
conferred the University status to SASTRA on April 26, 2001 under section 3 of the UGC
Act, 1956. SASTRA has also been re
re-accredited with
th Grade ‘A’ (maximum) by the National
Accreditation and Assessment Council (NAAC) a statutory body of U.G.C.
SASTRA has always been proactive in its academic planning and believes in gaining the
firstmover advantage. All programmes have won national accla
acclaim.
An excellent faculty committed to quality teaching and research, a flexible curriculum
responsive to the changing needs of industry, excellent computer facilities, state-of-the-art
state
infrastructure, a well-stocked
stocked library - contribute to the excellence of our undergraduate,
postgraduate and doctoral programmes. SASTRA is where you connect with other
motivated students, experienced and dedicated faculty, corporate go
go-getters,
getters, an extensive
alumni network and excellent placement opportunities. In short you connect with success.
You will find your experience at SASTRA unique. We strive to create an academic
environment where students who are transparently selected only on merit are continually
challenged and motivated to do their best possible work. We believ
believe
e in nurturing values
and ethics - professional and human. An enriching academic environment coupled with a
salubrious ambience makes SASTRA the right destination. SASTRA University's true
living to its admission ethos makes it admission motto "THINK MERIT.
MERIT THINK
TRANSPARENCY. THINK SASTRA" a model benchmark worthy of emulation.
"To impart value based higher education turning out good engineers, scientists and
researchers who are at the same time good individuals and good citizens in order that they
may become
ome useful members of an enlightened humane society.”
To be a world class University engaging in meaningful research & development offering
quality education to the students and other learners.
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